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Dear Parishioners:
In our second reading today, St. Paul writes, “Finally, brothers and sisters, whatever is true, whatever is honorable,
whatever is just, whatever is pure, whatever is lovely, whatever is gracious, if there is any excellence and if there is
anything worthy of praise, think about these things.” While a great sentiment, just how do we accomplish this high
task?
We must begin by asking whether anything or anyone can be pure, lovely, etc.? If not, then his words are false and a
waste of time. If yes, by what standards can we say this idea or this person can be pure or lovely? We might be tempted
to say that there really are no standards, only personal opinions, as to what is lovely or pure.
Of course, if that is correct there really is no such thing as lovely or pure because the words lose the ability to
distinguish one from its opposite. If we are going to discuss a topic, we must have some sort of agreement on what
words mean. The great philosopher (Aristotle) writes of a primary “law” of thought he called the Law of
Non-Contradiction; It states something cannot be both true and not true at the same time when dealing with the same
context. For example, the apple I’m eating cannot be an orange at the same time; or it cannot be raining and not raining
at the same time in the same place.
In the same manner, something or someone cannot be lovely and not lovely at the same time and in the same context.
For example, St. Teresa of Kolkata is a beautiful person but not in the same aspect as a runway model. Her beauty is
not in the surface skin, but in the heat of love visible to those who met her. Thus, Muggeridge’s book, Something
Beautiful for God, about St. Teresa is true, but not according to the standard of physical beauty.
The modern age tends to have very casual language and too easily surrenders a more precise language for ‘softness’ of
meaning. This type of casual language is rampant in the advertising business. We hear that this or that model car is the
bestselling car which simply can’t be true. Only one is the bestselling car. If a team goes undefeated for the season, it
becomes a perfect season. In reality, it was not perfect — penalties were assessed, others scored points, mistakes were
made, etc. To be undefeated is very, very good, but not perfect.
When everything is beautiful, when everything is good, when every idea is equal to every other idea, the result is that
there are no great ideas. When every idea is OK, God’s ideas are just part of the soup and ignoring them is no big deal.
If we take God’s ideas out of the picture, does that mean all is lost and there is no beauty or goodness?
There will always be natural beauty to behold because God made nature and he knows how to do good things. There
will be human beauty such as Rachmaninoff’s Rhapsody on a theme of Paganini, et al. But in the long run they will
become flukes of nature and not much more. God is the ultimate arbiter of beauty.
St. Paul’s exhortation today is solidly based on the fact of God’s touch over the creation and development of the
universe. There is truth outside of myself upon which I can and should appropriate for my development as a person.
When I focus on the truth, beauty, goodness etc., outside of myself I will raise up my expectations of how God
interacts with my life.
This is not to ignore the ugly parts of reality — war, violence, prejudice, evil, etc. — because they do exist but must be
measured against the beauty and goodness of God. Admittedly, that could actually sadden one to contemplate evil
against the goodness of God, but that sadness can inspire you or me to take up ways of love to combat the evil with
good.
Contemplating on beauty and goodness, etc. can lift me out of the doldrums by allowing the goodness of God’s way to
permeate my heart and soul. All of us have filters through which we receive and evaluate reality. I would rather have a
filter based on God’s love than any other. For a filter based on God’s Love will look at evil as a loss and call forth from
me a response of love, not revenge or evil. My freedom is better served by Love than any other.
Pace – bene,
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